Feature to discuss wiki pages in forums sends a notification email (group watches) each time the use clicks at the button 'Start discussion' (even if the discussion and thread was already started by someone else previously)

Status
● Open

Subject
Feature to discuss wiki pages in forums sends a notification email (group watches) each time the use clicks at the button 'Start discussion' (even if the discussion and thread was already started by someone else previously)

Version
15.x
16.x
17.x

Category
• Error
• Conflict of two features (each works well independently)
• Less than 30-minutes fix

Feature
Forum
Comment
Watch (email notifications of changes)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
Description
Feature to discuss wiki pages in forums sends a notification email (user watches) each time the use clicks at the button 'Start discussion' (even if the discussion and thread was already started by someone else previously)

Reproduced:

u: admin
p: 12345

u: user1
p: user1

Mail sending is logged in the syslogs
Login as user1 and click at access discussion of the homepage (link above bottom bar). Registered users (through group watches) will receive an email as if you started the thread. But thread was started already, and you didn't post anything else to trigger a new email sent.

Importance
4

Easy to solve?
6

Priority
24

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
6188

Created
Wednesday 30 November, 2016 18:16:36 GMT-0000

LastModif
Wednesday 30 November, 2016 19:14:43 GMT-0000
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